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1. Summary
As a group of 5 people, we conducted this feasibility study in Mongolia from the 4th-18th of July and
investigated the possibilities of establishing a dairy cooperative in Khatgal. We visited dairies, NGOs,
government organizations, farmers and, in particular, interviewed nomads in the Khatgal region. The
nomads produce a surplus of milk and there is an unmet market for milk products, both locally (in the
region’s tourist camps) and nationally, in Ulaanbaatar. This means that there is good local and national
support for the development of dairy cooperatives. Indeed, in Mongolia there is a strong tradition for
producing dairy products, in the summer periode 50% - 100% of a Mongolian’s diets consist of dairy
products!
A highly engaged and positive cooperative management board has already been established and there are
indications that 63 nomad families want to be part of a dairy cooperative in Khatgal, who could deliver 916
litres of milk per day. The dairy cooperative can help the nomads work together to increase milk yields
(feed, breeding, stables), which will increase incomes. This could help to slow the region’s population drain
and give young people more opportunities to continue living as nomads. Milk from Khovsgol has a
particularly good image and would be a strong brand. A good relationship has been established with
Global Communities, an NGO that assists in establishing cooperatives in Mongolia.
However, there is a need to provide nomads and dairy personnel with education, for example in hygiene
and cooperation. Overall, there are many positive aspects to creating a dairy cooperative in Khatgal and
we believe it is possible, but a range of challenges will need to be addressed along the way.

2. Background
The project is a collaboration between: Architects Without Border (Denmark), Dairy Technicians Without
Borders (Denmark), EcoLeap Foundation (Switzerland and Mongolia) and Danish and Mongolian
anthropologists. The idea for the project started four years ago when Chalotte Vad and her husband, Steen
Holck, visited Mongolia for the annual "Mongolia Sunrise to Sunset Ultra Marathon Run”, which is held on
the shores of Lake Khovsgol. They fell in love with the area, but realized that the district also had problems.
Chalotte wanted to help local nomads have a better life and slow the drain of young people from the area,
and saw many opportunities for development. The area is known for its high-quality diary products, which
are mainly based on yak milk. There are also many tourists in the area, which means there is an unmet
market for milk products. Therefore, in dialogue with local nomads, the idea to establish a dairy cooperative
in Khatgal was borne. A dairy cooperative could be a great way to preserve nomadic cultural and produce
high quality dairy products to meet the demands of local and urban markets.

3. Objectives
The project aims to give local nomads the opportunity to produce high quality dairy products that can be
sold. By establishing a dairy of international standard, for example with respect to food safety and hygiene
standards, the nomads will have the opportunity to sell their products also in the major Mongolian cities.
The dairy will improve the local nomads economy and will be create local jobs. In particular, establishing a
cooperative dairy where financial rewards are shared equally and democratically will also increase
economic incentives and participation.
The cooperative dairy is to be built with a focus on sustainability and ensuring harmony between people,
the environment and financial gains.
4

4. Method
This report is based on information obtained during the feasibility study conducted in the period 4 July to 18
July 2015.
Feasibility study participants were Chalotte Vad from Architects Without Borders (project manager), Lisbeth
Knarreborg, Uffe Mortensen and Sten Holmgaard Sorensen from Danish Dairy Technology without Borders
(DDTwB) and Steen Holck from the ecoLeap foundation.
During the feasibility study, the following meetings, consultations and visits took place:
Ulaanbaatar, the capital of Mongolia:
Not for profit organizations: Mongolian Milk Association, Mongolian Food Industry and Global
Communities.
Public Authorities: Ministry of Food and Agriculture of Mongolia.
Dairy businesses: Monsuu Co. Ltd. and a small local dairy (name unknown)
Agricultural professionals: Meeting with two members of the Mongolian Milk Association: Stables and
milking methods
Supermarket Visit
Ms. Tsetsgee Ser-Ods cheese shop
Moron:
Dairy facility: Titanic.
Khatgal and surroundings:
Public authorities: Mr. Ganbaatar Bat-Ochir, Khatgal’s Mayor
Two workshops:
1) A general workshop sharing information about the project and the dairy cooperative’s general
objectives (based on the Danish model). Invitations where sent out in advance in the form of posters
placed throughout Khatgal Village.
2) A workshop to establish a steering group to be in charge of cooperatives management, based on
findings and discussions from the first workshop.
Interviews with 11 nomadic families were conduction through the course of these workshops. The
questionnaire is attached as Appendix 1.
Field studies on the production of dairy products in four nomadic families – one family in Khatgal town,
two families about 10 km from Khatgal and one family about 25 km outside Khatgal.
Informal meetings and interviews at the Khatgal Dairy Project stand during the Naadam festival
(national two day festival, held just outside Khatgal Village).
Supermarket visit
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5. The Mongolian landscape
5.1 Demography and geography
Mongolia is a sparsely populated East Asian country. In the north, it borders on Russia (Siberia) and in the
east, south and west on China (see Figure 1).

Figure 1: Map of Mongolia

Mongolia is approximately three times the size of France and covers an area of 1.6 million km2, which is 37
times the size of Denmark. Mongolia is the most sparsely populated country in the world, with a population
of 3 million, equivalent to 1.7 persons per km2.1

Figure 2: The Mongolian prairie with nomads’ gers (tents) and grazing sheep.

The country has little arable land, as much of it is steppe (see Figure 2) with mountains to the north and
desert (Gobi) to the south. Mongolia is located on the Central Asian plateau at altitudes of between 560
and 4,374 meters above sea level. This means that the climate is extreme, with long, cold winters and short
summers, and average temperatures of between -50 to + 30 ° C. Half of Mongolia's population lives in
Mongolia’s capital city, Ulaanbaatar (UB). The average annual temperature of UB is 0 ° C, which makes it
the world's coldest capital city.
1

https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-world-factbook/geos/mg.html
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Rivers and lakes freeze during the coldest months. "Dzud" winters are particularly cold winters, with lots
of snow. They are feared because they kill millions of cows, leaving many nomads in financial ruin. Dzud
winters particularly affect traditional cattle farming where the animals graze all year round, as thicker
than normal snow and ice prevent animals from finding enough food, leaving them to die of starvation.
There is permafrost in more than half of Mongolia, which is especially challenging for building and road
construction, and in the winter all construction stops.
The country's economy is based on mining (coal, gold and other industrial minerals), as well as a fastgrowing service sector. The agricultural sector represents 21% of the country's national product and
employs 42% of the working population1. Because of its high altitude, extreme temperature fluctuations,
long winters and low rainfall, agricultural potential is limited. Farming is only possible for 95-110 days a
year and agricultural farming only takes place on 1% of the country's total area1. Today, a third of the
country's population is still nomadic, and as nomadic herders, they move around with the seasons to the
appropriate pastures.

5.2 The Political System
Today, Mongolia has freedom of speech and the country upholds human rights and religious freedoms.
However, before Mongolia was a democratic country it was a loyal member of the Communist bloc. From
1921 to 1989, Mongolia was ruled by a communist totalitarian party, called the Mongolian People's
Revolutionary Party (MRPR), which was governed by Marx-Leninist ideology.
The first democratic elections were held in 1990, after the Mongol Democratic organization’s (MDU)
hunger strike in front of the government building to demand political freedom2.
During the 2008 election, MPRP won 44 of the 75 seats in the government, while 29 seats were won by
the MDU. Mongolia has made a relatively smooth and democratic transition to democracy. Indeed, in the
countries last elections in 2012, the Democratic Party MDU won more seats than the Communist Party
(MRPR) .

5.3 The Khovsgol Province
Khovsgol (also spelled Hovsgol or Khuvsgul) is the poorest and most northern of Mongolia's 21 provinces
(aimags). The name comes from Khovsgol Lake, which is 136 km long, 37 km wide (at its widest) and up to
262 meters deep. The lake is Asia's second largest freshwater lake and contains 70% of Mongolia's fresh
water and 0.4% of the world freshwater.
In Mongolia, the Khovsgol area is known for its beautiful scenery, and Khovsgol Lake is a major tourist
attractions. The country's largest forest areas are north of the lake and extend into the Siberian Taiga.
There is however a certain risk of fuel contamination from sunken trucks, due to the fact that until 1980,
the area was used as a transport route from Russia and people were allowed to drive across the frozen
lake. The condition and location of 40 sunken vehicles is relatively unknown.
Khovsgol Aimag covers an area of 100,628 km2, and Moron, a city of 36,000 inhabitants3, is the region’s
administrative capital.

2

Mrs Suud, director of the economic Department of Hovsgol province.
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Khovsgol Lake National Park (KLNP) covers five soums (village communities), with a total population of 16,000
inhabitants in 20134. The population density is 0.6 people per km2, spread over two main villages Khatgal with
a population of 3,100 inhabitants and Khankh with 1,500 inhabitants. In 2013, the national domestic product
per capita of the region was 1,876 US $, with an annual income of 4,414 US $ per capita; compared to national
averages of 4,056 US $ and 5,416 US $, respectively. The unemployment rate in 2013 was 15.1%, compared to
the national average of 7.9%. However, the people in this area are dependent on their livestock, pasture
opportunities, firewood and other natural products, from the forest and land.
Tourism can offer local people some opportunities for additional income. From 2010 to 2014, the number of
visiting tourists increased from 11,000 to 45,0005 (of which 92% were Mongolian tourists), due to an
improved road system and reduced entry restrictions. Khatgal village lies at the southern tip of Khovsgol Lake
in the altitude of 1,600 meters, just inside the national park KLNP. There is a paved road between Khatgal,
Moron and UB, and indeed tourism is Khatgal’s main source of income.

Figure 3: Khatgal

Khatgal (see Figure 3) has a small airstrip (not used) and a small boat harbour on Khovsgol Lake / Eg River. The
village has a school and post / telecoms office. South of the village is a wooden bridge over Eg River with
access to the western part of the lake. Khatgal was established in 1727 as a location for the Mongolian Post
System. By 1910, a small village had emerged, mainly based on trade with Russia, and in 1990, the village had
about 7,000 inhabitants and a small power plant. However, because of declining trade with Russia and the
closure of the wool factory due to water contamination, the population fell to less than 3,800 inhabitants in
1994. In 2006, the area’s population was as low as 2,7966 inhabitants6. There are now signs of development,
because Khatgal was connected to Mongolia's central electricity supply in 2007 and now also has mobile
telephone network coverage from several private cell phone companies6.

6. The importance of milk to Mongolians
Milk and meat are the cornerstones of the Mongolian cuisine and diet. The Mongolian diet consists of a
large proportion of animal fat, which is necessary for the hardworking Mongolians to keep warm during the
cold winters. Dairy products are produced in the spring and summer and preserved so they can be stored
for the long winter. In the countryside, nomadic families produce traditional dairy products that can last
through the winter and enjoy traditional winter dishes consisting of meat and milk.

4

National Statistical Office of Mongolia 2014 Mongolian Statistical Yearbook 2013 Ulaanbaatar
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Ganbaatar Bat-Ochir, Khatgals governor
6
Ganbaatar Bat-Ochir, Khatgals governor
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Over time, the Mongolian nomads have developed many unique dairy products, such as different types of
yogurt, cottage cheese, dried curd, and other fermented dairy products.
Most of the milk comes from cows, yak or hybrids. The lactation period is short (May to December) and milking
ends in December when less grass is available for the animals.
Milk also has symbolic meaning as "the white food". Milk should be
treated with respect and is considered the purest you can get. When
you visit someone, you bring your milk products to show that you come
with a good, clean (white) heart. The first milk to be milked is thrown up
in the air as offerings to the sky and the mountain spirits. This ritual is
normally performed using a beautifully carved wooden spoon while
thanking the spirits for watching over the community and making
wishes for the future.
If milk is spilled, you must immediately put some of the spilled milk on
your forehead otherwise things are believed to go wrong. Mongolians
also have an unwritten rule that milk must not be poured into rivers or
lakes. When the nomads produce milk products, they must not mix
water into milk (though it appears to be OK to mix milk into water).
Mongolians also never mix the colour red into milk, which includes
never mixing meat and milk together.
Figure 4: Billedet viser vinderhesten
ved Naadam festivalen i Khatgal 2015.
Syrnet hoppemælk er sprøjtet på hestens
hoved.

An elderly woman said during the trip that one must never give milk
products to anyone after dark. Furthermore, you should not sell/give
milk away on Tuesdays and Fridays, however it does not appear to be a
widespread custom now a days. When someone is setting out on a long
trip they get squirted with milk to send them on their marry way, which may be why many people seem to
smell of sour milk.
Figure 5: Figure 5: The
morning’s first milk is
thrown up into the air or
sprayed on a person, an
animal or an object as an
offering to the spirits, a
prayer, or a blessing for
prosperity or protection.
Figure 6: Figure 6: The
picture shows the winner
of the break battles at
Naadam festival in Khatgal
2015. He stands with a
bowl of aaruul, which will
be offered around to the
crowd below. It brings
strength to eat the
winner’s aaruul, so men
flock to the aaruul bowl to
get a share of the
strongest person’s food.
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7. The Mongolian Dairy Industry
Until the 1990s the Mongolian dairy sector was self-sufficient with raw milk, and the state-run farms
delivered a large part of the milk. However, in the wake of the transition to a free market economy, the
state-run dairy industry went insolvent. This was in large part due to the withdrawal of state aid by the
Soviet Union and because most dairy cattle with high milk performance were either slaughtered or bred
without the knowledge needed to ensure good breeding practices. Many cows were slaughtered to meet
growing debt repayments of the now privately run farms, which again lead to food shortages. As a result of
the collapsed milk production and the poor quality of the treated milk, dairy produced decreased from 62.1
million litres to 1.8 million litres in 1995, and declined further to 1.5 million litres in 2003. As a consequence
of this, milk products from Russia and China had to be imported to meet demand, increasing the deficit on
the “national balance of payments”. Therefore from 2005, the government sought to support to reestablish the Mongolian dairy industry, and the first results can be seen through an increasing amount of
processed dairy products (see Table 1). The Mongolian national livestock programme is supported with 3%
of the national budget annually (about 191 million Euros in 2012)7.
1985
Total number of milk producing
animals (millions)
22.5
Total milk production (million litres)
269.4
Industrial/Processed milk (million litres) 45.2
Processed milk (%)
16.8
0
Imported milk (million litres)

1990 2000 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009

2010

24.7 33.6 30.4 34.8 40.3 43.3
44 32.7
315.7 375.6 425.9 479.4 465.6 457.4 493.7 338.4
59.6
1.7
7.1
6.2 10.4 17.3 24.8 33.8
18.9
0.4
1.7
1.4
2.2
3.8
5
10
6.3
7.6 20.3 16.8 30.7
27 19.1 32.4

Imported butter (tonnes)
104.6 114.5 77.1
88
107
Table 1: Number of milk producing animals and milk production between 1985 and 20107.
Only a very small part of the total milk production is processed, so there is a huge potential to establish
dairies in Mongolia, which is also confirmed by the relatively high level of imported dairy products.
In 2010 there were 32.7 million livestock in Mongolia, 42% of which were dairy animals. With this number
of dairy animals, the country's total milk production could amount to 600,000 tons, but the current milk
production is only 56.4% of this estimate8. On average, between 1995 and 1999, only 1 million litres of
milk was imported, which increased to 32.4 million litres of milk (mainly UHT milk) by 2010, according to
data collected by the Ministry of Food, Agriculture and Small Industries.
Table 2 (overleaf) shows that milk comes mainly from cows but also from sheep, goats, horses and
camels. However, mare's milk represents less than 10% and camel milk is less than 1% of the total milk
production.

7

Beate Agnes Werner (2012) Dairy farming in the peri-urban areas of Ullanbaatar, Mongolia as a poverty alleviation
measure.
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Total amount of milk produced by
different animals
Year
1940
1950
1960
1970
1980
1990
1995
2000
2003
2005
2006

Total
milk
242.2
240.8
227.7
220.6
225.7
315.7
369.6
375.6
292.4
425.8
479.4

Camel
1.6
2.4
2.3
1.2
1.1
1.0
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
3.7
3.8

Horse
12.7
12.4
12.2
12.4
7.3
26.1
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
41.5
43.3

Cow
186.8
183.4
173.5
177.3
194.9
260.2
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
259.7
285.7

Sheep & Goat
41.1
42.9
39.7
30.0
22.4
28.4
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
121.1
146.6

Table 2: Milk production in Mongolia since 19408
From 1990 to 2010 milk production fell drastically to half of the original level. During the period 1990 to 1999,
milk production of about 300-470 million litres fell by 40% to 290 million litres in 2001 (see Figure 8). In 2000,
2001 and again in 2009, a Dzud winter (a very hard and cold winter with heavy snowfall) killed a large number
of cattle and severely reduced livestock and thus milk production.
Dairies processed around 60 million litres, or 20% of the total volume of milk in 1990, but this figure fell to 2
and 1 million litres, in 1995 and the 20018 respectively. Since 2001, figure 8 shows that the dairies have
increased the amount of milk they process, however they still have not been able to reach pre 1990 levels.

Figure 7: A shepherd with his sheep on a Mongolian winter’s day.

8

Beate Agnes Werner. Dairy farming in the peri-urban area of Ulaanbaatar, Mongolia as a poverty alleviation measure
(2012).
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Figure 8: The production of raw milk and industrial/processed milk from 1990-2010
8
(million litres) .

8. Mongolian Dairy Products
8.1 Description of the production of various products in in Khovsgol region
The following descriptions are based on observations made during visits to nomad families.

8.2 Evening milking

Figure 9: Milking time

The Yak cows come home from pasture and are directed into an enclosed area for milking. Before milking
can start, calves are lead separately to their mothers, and while the calves suckle, the yak cows’ legs are tied
together. The calf is then taken and tied up next to the yak cow. Hand milking begins without udder wiping
and there is generally no cleaning performed before milking. Each cow yields approximately 1 litre milk,
which was sieved and poured into a 10 litre bucket.

8.3 The processing of milk
The milk is brought into the ger where it is warmed up to boiling point in a pot on the wood stove. The pot
is then removed from the stove, and the milk scooped up using a spoon and poured back into the pot from
a height of about 1.5 metres. This action is repeated many times, after which the milk is separated into two
smaller vessels, so that the surface area becomes greater. This treatment destroys the fat globules and
allows the milk fat to floats to the top. The smaller containers are left on the stove until the fire goes out.
12

8.4 Orom production
The milk is boiled and then left to cool overnight, and the next day the cream is skimmed from the top of
the milk.

Figure 10: Orom, Meheertei Holison Tos, Yoghurt and local Byaslag cheese

8.5 Yoghurt production
After boiling of the milk, it is cooled to "room temperature" and an appropriate amount of yoghurt from
the last batch of yoghurt is added. The milk/yoghurt mixture is then allowed to sit for a few hours for the
cultures to develop. It is then stirred up, after which it is ready for consumption. The yoghurt tastes good,
clean and not yeasty (refrigerated) and the pH measured by pH strips was approximately 4.

8.6 Vodka production
Yoghurts that were too old for human consumption are accumulated in a container and stored at room
temperature. The odour is pungent with fermentation and the pH is measured to be between 3-4.
When the containers of approximately 20 litres were full, the contents were poured into a pan while
continuous stirring as it was being heated to near boiling point. Then a tube, having almost the same
diameter as the pan is inserted into the hot yogurt. In the tube a small pot is hung in the middle and the
tube is sealed with a dish. Then a cloth is tied around to fit tightly to prevent water vapour from escaping.
The small dish is filled with approximately 5 litres of cold water. During the cooking process, vapours hit the
bottom of the dish with the cold water and thus the alcohol condenses and drips down into the small pot.
The water in the small dish is replaced with new cold water when the water temperature reaches about 50
degrees.
The “old” yogurt boiling process takes about 1 hour without stirring (not possible), then the tube with the
dish is removed and the pot is emptied, yielding about 1 litre of “milk vodka”. The process is completed by
throwing a large spoonful of the first vodka into the fire to appease the fire spirit.
The vodka tasted soft and gentle and we presume that the alcohol content is about 20% (based on
literature on the topic).
13

Once dried, the yogurt foam on the inside of the cooling tube were scraped off and transferred to the hot
yogurt for further boiling. The flavour is good and does not taste yeasty.
The boiling process was continued for now non-alcoholic yogurt for about 2 hours to further dry it out,
followed by a separation of the yellow milk ("whey") from the clot producing the Mongolian aaruul.

8.7 Aaruul production

Figure 11: The drying of aarul on top of a ger

A ready-suspended clot is emptied into a pan, which is heated on the stove under constant stirring while
sugar is added. The temperature is kept at about 67 ° C during the process.
Air is stirred into the clot and when the correct consistency is obtained, the clot is moulded into small
pieces or put through a meat grinder to make long spaghetti-like strings.
The formed clot or spaghetti-like strings are then dried in the sun for about 2 days, on the roof of the ger.

8.8 Eezgii production
The milk is heated under constant stirring. Approximately 2-3 ladles of the yeast-containing vodka mixture
are stirred into milk (about 1-1.5 litres of yogurt to about 20 litres of milk) at lukewarm temperature.
At about 85 ° C the milk starts to separate. It is stirred constantly during the entire process and when all the
whey has evaporated, the curd is ready to be dried on the roof. The drying takes approximately 2 days in
the sun.
As a stronger yeast mixture from the vodka production has been used, the cheese has a stronger and sweet
taste.
The same process is also used for a milder variant. The difference is that the mixture, from vodka
production, is replaced with fresh yogurt.
14

F
Figure 12: Byaslag

8.9 Byaslag production
Fresh cheese (unsure of the local name). The milk is heated under constant stirring. Approximately 2-3
scoops of yogurt, from yesterday’s yogurt production, (about 1-1.5 litres to about 20 litres of milk) is slowly
stirred into the milk at a lukewarm temperature and heated to about 80 ° C, where the milk starts to
separate. The mixture is stirred constantly during the entire process. When the correct hardness of the curd
has been obtained, it is poured into a clothes bag that drains the whey, which is poured back into the
container for fermenting vodka. The bag with the clot is pressed together into a hard cheese and after
about 10 min pressing, the cheese is ready to be served.

9. The market for milk products
9.1 The market for milk products in the Khovgol region

The mayor of Khatgal9 informed us that there are currently 3,070 people (900 families) in city/town of
Khatgal. Of these, 380 are nomadic families, representing 45% of the total local population.
There are 32,000 dairy animals in the Khatgal area, which covers an area of 91,144 hectares, 70% of which
is part of the Khovsgol National Park.
The nomadic families mostly have yak and hybrid cattle and the number of dairy cattle in the Khatgal area
is 3,300, of which 3,000 are crossbreeds between cow and yak.
The nomads say that there is an unsaturated market for dairy products in Khatgal and there is great
demand for dairy products, since many don’t produce milk products themselves. Milk products represent
a very large part of the daily Mongolian diet.
9

Ganbaatar Bat-Ochir, Khatgal’s mayor/governor
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Type of Animal
Number
Horses
2,686
Cows (yak; hybrid; local breed)
7,677
Sheep
7,811
Goats
14,088
Total
32,262
Table 3: Number of milking animals in the Khatgal region
In 2014, 3,345 foreign tourist and 42,000 Mongolian tourists visited the Khovsgol National Park. Almost all
the nomadic people we interviewed said there is an unsaturated market for milk and both locals and
tourist camps were very interested in buying dairy products. There are 35 tourist camps and 43
guesthouses in the area around Khatgal and all demand dairy products10 and 9. We visited seven tourist
camps, which unanimously said they lacked milk and that milk quality varied. There was a particular
demand for pasteurized milk products. So they were very happy about the prospect of the establishment
of a local dairy. It is popular to drink yak milk from Khovsgol, as it has a good image (healthy and tasty) and
tourists consider eating Khovsgol dairy products as part of the experience when they visit the Khovsgol
area.
During the Soviet era, there was a milk collection point in the Khatgal area from which the milk was taken
to a dairy. There it was heat-treated and shipped on to UB, which was a long journey and took more than
one day. Today there is a paved road between UB and Khatgal and travel time is much faster.
Previously milk from the Khovsgol region was exported to Russia, but these exports are now stopped due
to an earlier foot and mouth disease outbreak in Mongolia. However this outbreak was south of UB,
Khatgal’s mayor said9.
The mayor's office11 reports that many nomads have a contract with tourist camps and are supplying dairy
products, mainly raw milk, yogurt, OROM (thick cream), aaruul, tsotsgii (cream), gee (liquid fat) and arts. In
the winter nomads usually produce arts and frozen raw milk.
The mayor11 stated that the village should develop the area’s tourism industry and increase the production
of milk products, vegetables and organic produce, which is in line with the idea to create a dairy
cooperative.

9.2 Titanic Dairy, Moron
Giimaa stated that there are five dairies in the Khovsgol area, of which Titanic Moron is one. In addition,
there should be four small dairies, which we were not able locate. We visited the Titanic dairy and below is
an excerpt from the site visit report, as there is a lot of information relevant to the Khatgal dairy project.
The Titanic Dairy was established in 2006 with advice from Amul, an Indian dairy company 12. They started
producing ice cream. Today it uses 1,500 litres of milk daily in the hours between 9am to 1pm.
The production equipment can easily be increased to cope with 4,000 litres of milk daily.
10
11

12

Interviews with nomads- see picture 1
Ganbaatar Bat-Ochir, Khatgal’s mayor
Mrs Lkhagvaa, Director, Titanic Ltd.
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Milk per litre

Milk per litre - Summer
Milk per litre - Winter
Aaruul per kg
Aaruul per kg - Summer
Aaruul per kg - Winter
Arts per kg
Yoghurt per litre
Tsotsgii per litre - Summer
Tsotsgii per litre - Winter
Orom per kg
Butter (Tos) per kg
Gee per kg - Summer
Gee per kg - Winter
Vodka per litre

Price
MNT
(DKK)
Prices given by nomads
answers
800-2000
(2,8-7)
Until new year: 2-5000

Price
MNT
Prices have been given by the office of
Khagal’s mayor

1000
1500
5000-10.000
(17,5-35)

800-2000
(2,8-7)

6000-12.000
(21-35)
7000
(24,5)

6000-10.000
10.000-10.000
1200
2000
5000
6000
6500

5000
6000

2500-8000
(8,75-17,5)
Byaslag (fresh cheese) per
5000
kg
(17,5)
Table 4: The price paid to nomads for different milk products14
27 nomads supply milk to the dairy. It is primarily cows' milk, but also to a lesser extent yak milk. However,
the Titanic only produces milk in the mornings, and despite this still has rather large problems with milk
quality. The dairy concludes annual contracts with the nomads and cash payments are made to nomadic
women for milk deliveries. Each nomadic family typically has 20-40 cows, and provides fresh milk to the
dairy from June 1st to mid-October. In the winter, the dairy milk uses frozen milk and there is no fat
separation.
Nomads are paid by volume and the milk is analysed for pH, freezing point, fat, and protein with Lactoscan
equipment. The Titanic Dairy produces milk for nine schools and five kindergartens.
The dairy produces Aruul, which is dried by conventional methods, in the sun outside the city, and accounts
for 80% of dairy production.
All equipment is from Goma, India and they use Chr. Hansen cultures. Overall, the dairy has high standards,
incl. hygiene standards. The dairy has an experienced Swiss consultant (from a volunteer organisation), who
acts as an advisor.
The Titanic does not look upon our Khatgal dairy project as a threat or competitor.
Table 4 shows the prices of different Mongolian dairy products sold in Khatgal area. The prices given by
Khatgal mayor's office match well with the prices nomads stated. By comparison, milk is sold for 1500 MNT
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per litre in stores. The difference between summer and winter prices reflect the difference in supply, as a
much higher amount of milk is available in the summer. Many nomads freeze milk for the winter, when they
can get a higher price for milk.

9.3 The Market for Dairy products in UB
According to the FAO-UN annual milk consumption in Mongolia should be 400 million litres of milk, based
on the number of inhabitants it had in 2010 (Food and Agricultural Organization, 2010). When we compare
how much is actually produced in 2010, Mongolia's self-sufficiency in milk is 84.6%. However, this figure
varies from region to region. There is a particularly large difference between milk production in rural and
urban areas. There is 248 million litres of milk missing in the cities (see Table 5), while farmers in rural areas
have trouble selling their surplus milk (212 million litres). As Mongolia is so vast and has limited
infrastructure, rural milk surpluses are not making it into the big cities where there is an unmet demand for
dairy products that is currently being met by imported dairy products.
Recommended
Difference per
amount
Real consumption
person in kg
kg/person
kg/person

National average
Rural districts
City areas

Difference at
the national
level /million
litres
157
145.2
11,8
-33.04
157
68.4
-88,6
-248.08
157
232.8
75,8
212.24
Table 5: The yearly milk requirements/consumption in Mongolia 201015

The president of the Mongolian Milk Association16 said that it is not uncommon for dairies to mix milk with
soy milk, or other milk-like products, such as imported milk powder, which is then sold as Mongolian milk.
Giimaa indicates that much of the UHT milk is based on Fonterrra (NZ) milk powder.
Giimaa17 reported there are a total of 135 factories in Mongolia, of which 40 dairies are in UB and 95 dairies
in the rest of the country. In UB city itself there are 10 dairies.
Three of the biggest dairies in UB have started to produce milk themselves because they want to get better
milk quality and more reliable supply, as farmers often sell directly to supermarkets around the dairies. The
farmers believe that position of strength lies with the dairies or supermarkets as they control the milk
prices. The farmers would receive very different prices for their summer milk (when the supply high), and
for their winter milk (when supply low) while the consumer price of milk in supermarkets remained stable
year round.
Raw milk is often transported via train from the villages to the capital, where there are train service, and
between 5 and 6am in the morning raw milk is sold at UB Central Station, directly to customers, be it
individuals or restaurants. The price of the raw milk sold here is about 200-450 MNT in summer and 800-1400
MNT in winter, which is somewhat lower than the price for milk sold in stores14.
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Interviews with nomads, see picture
Beate Agnes Werner. Dairy farming in the peri-urban area of Ulaanbaatar, Mongolia as a poverty alleviation measure
(2012).
16
Hr. Byambasuren, personal interview
17
Giimaa Kashbaat, Executive director, and Chairman of Dairy Steering Group, of The Mongolian Food Industry
association
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Figure 13: Raw milk prices throughout 2010 in UB
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Politicians have discussed whether milk substitutes should be allowed, but have not yet passed any laws on
the topic. They are currently discussing whether only farmers who provide high quality milk should be
eligible to receive grants. It is not known whether milk substitutes will stabilize milk prices and guarantee
farmers a fixed price of milk throughout the year. Figure 13 shows how the price of raw milk in UB has
varied through 2010. If the milk prices do stabilize and farmers don’t have to deal with very uncertain milk
prices, it is expected that farmers will be more willing to invest in their farms and enterprises.
Our translator from UB will obtain prices of various dairy products sold in supermarkets.
Byambasuren12 informs us that milk consumption per capita is declining in UB, but as the population of
cities is increasing, the demand for dairy products is rising in UB. The market for dairy products in the major
urban areas is still based on largely imported dairy products. In fact, Mongolian milk makes up only 20-30%
of the demand of dairy products in urban areas. Russia and China export large amounts of dairy products to
Mongolia. Russia exports liquid milk to Mongolia and China mostly exports milk powder to Mongolia14.
There are 10 dairies in UB that sell milk in Tetra Pak cartons, where the milk is produced from Fonterrra
(NZ) milk powder19.
Giimaa reported that one of the weaknesses of the dairies in UB is the lack of an efficient cooling chain,
from farmer to consumer. The dairy products we tasted also varied in quality, some had a tang of yeast and
mould.
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Beate Agnes Werner. Dairy farming in the peri-urban area of Ulaanbaatar, Mongolia as a poverty alleviation
measure (2012).
19
Giimaa Kashbaat, Executive director, and Chairman of Dairy Steering Group. Mongolian Food Industry association
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10. Nomads
This chapter is mainly based on responses from interviews with nomads (see Annex 1).

10.1 Nomadic living conditions
Mongolian nomads move their ger (ger is a tent) between summer and winter camps, and most families
usually move between the same places in summer and winter. Winter camps are usually in valleys close to the
mountains for shelter. Winter camps have shelters for cattle. In summer they move to a more open areas
where animals can graze. Most nomads move within the same region and summer and winter living places are
not normally very far from each other. Families move together with other families, or alone, but are rarely
more than a few kilometres from other family residences, and thus form small enclaves of nomads, living in
gers (see picture in Figure 2) or in log cabins. The gers are made so that they can be separated into parts that
can be transported on camels and yaks, only to be rebuilt elsewhere. Setting up of a ger takes about 2 hours.
Mongolian cattle have grazed in these regions for thousands of years and in most cases, these areas are not
suitable for extensive grazing.
The Mongolian nomads live from the products they can get from their livestock: cattle, horses, camels, yaks,
sheep, goats and sometimes also reindeer.

10.2 The Nomads’ economy
The nomads have a very small monetary economy. Their income comes from the sale of oxen, milk, meat,
cashmere wool, sheep and cowhides. They use many of these materials for their horses and as general
equipment. Some of the family members of the nomads who we interviewed had income from jobs in the
local community (cleaning, government offices, tourist industry, transportation with their own truck, manual
work and horse rentals (to tourist)). A few also earned money from the sale of homemade products and
honey. We heard from several sources that the tourism industry is growing in the area, and one mentioned
that they made money by showing tourists how they milk cows and how they produce the various dairy
products.
Older nomads receive pensions: 220.000 MNT per month (approx. 770 DKK).
A proportion of nomads have also taken loans to cover their costs. The lending limit is 5 million MNT
(approx. 17,500 DKK) and the interest rate is 2% per month, equivalent to 24% per year!
The nomads have certain monetary costs: electricity, fuel (over 10.000 MNT per year (approx. 35 DKK), TV,
mobiles, solar panels, fuel for mopeds and boats, school fees, health insurance (8000 MNT per person
(approx. 28 DKK), water, food, clothing and food for the animals.
The main income for the nomads is selling meat. Calves they look after and fatten up. Bulls and the cows do
not produce milk anymore, they sell as beef cattle. A third of respondents earn money from selling milk,
which gives them an income of around: 180 thousand to 3.6 million MNT per year, equivalent to approx.
630 to 12,600 DKK. A proportion of respondents also have a good income from selling cashmere wool. There
is a cashmere wool cooperative in Khatgal.
However, three different nomads mention that 20-80% of their income comes from the sale of milk. The
price of raw milk is between 800 MNT-1,000 MNT per litre. But one participant mentioned a price of 2,000
MNT per litre (she lives 30 km north of Khatgal in Jankhai area where she sells to tourists, and she says there
is a shortage of milk in this area). Another says she freezes the milk when she milksin winter and sells it
during the New Year holiday, when milk prices are especially high (2-5,000 MNT / litre). Several mentioned
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that when milk prices are low they do not sell their milk.
They often sell milk to the local market shops and a mention that if the milk is not sold at the market, the
milk is returned. In addition to the local market stores nomads also sell milk to tourist camps, schools,
kindergartens and hospitals.
The nomad respondents stated that if they had the opportunity to sell milk to a dairy cooperative, they
would be able to sell between 0-35 litres of milk per day.
When asked whether they would like to increase milk production, some responded that they would like
to, if they could sell to a dairy. However, one limitation to increasing dairy herds is the number of adults
to take care of the animals. The general perception is that two adults can cope with 20 dairy cows under
the existing conditions. A few nomads state that a person can handle between 40-80 litres per day.
The nomads' diet consists mainly of dairy products, especially in summer, when milk products represent
60-100% of the diet, while the winter is around 50%. The nomads often eat dairy products like yogurt in
the morning, snacks such as aaruul during the day and arts, aaruul and biaslag (fresh cheese) in the
evening.
They most often breed animals themselves (exchange bulls with a neighbour). If they buy animals, they
would pay the following prices (see Table 6).
Breed
Yak cow

MNT
DKK approx.
600.000-750.000
2,100-2600
(cow with calf: 800.000)
Hybrid cow
800.000-850.000
2,800-3,000
(cow with calf: 900.000)
Local breed cow
750.000
2,600
Table 6: Prices for adult cows- taken from interviews with nomads
The main worries of the nomads are the extreme weather conditions that can devastate the area, with dry
summers and cold / snowy winters. The last 15 years there have been three disaster years: 2001, 2009 and
2011 (see Figure 8). Several of the nomads interviewed lost many of their animals (10-21 animals, and one
person said they lost 90% of their animals). The local cows are especially in need of a shed in the winter to
survive. Generally, it is important that the animals are in good condition so they can survive the cold winter
temperatures. It’s also not good if there is no snow in the winter as this is the animals’ source water.

10.3 Nomadic milk production
It is mostly women who take care of the household chores and milking cows. Men work as shepherds,
taking care of the animals, hunting and gathering firewood.
Breed

Milk yield /litres per day
Yak
1,5-4
Local cow breed
3-4
Hybrid (yak x local cow breed)
3-6
Sheep
0,25-0,6
Goats
0,5-1
Horses
?
Table 7: milk yield as recorded from 11 in-depth interviews with Khatgal nomads.
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If yak and local cow breed are crossed this produces a hybrid cow, which gives a higher milk yield. If two
hybrids cows are crossed this maintains their high performance, but if a hybrid is crossed with a local cow
this results in an inferior milk yield, but quality good meat.
Table 7 shows the milk yield per day for the different dairy animals. Khatgal mayor’s office20 reported that
hybrid cows give 2 litres of milk a day and yaks provide 1 litre per day, which is lower than what nomads
reported. Giimaa21 reported that 20-30 yaks give 60 litres of milk, which corresponds to 2-3 litres of milk per
yak per day, which matches well with our data. The nomads reported that yaks give the lowest quantities of
milk, but with the highest fat content. In contrast, hybrids can cope better with more snow in winter.
Nomads have a desire to breed crosses with European breeds to increase yields, but they are worried about
whether they could withstand the cold climate.
When asked whether they had the possibility to crossbreed with higher yielding cows (European cows),
almost everyone said that they didn’t have the opportunity. In our workshop we showed milk yield for a
Danish dairy cow and they were very impressed (1-5 litres per Mongolian cow against 28 litres per day for a
Danish cow). Several expressed that they are eager to learn how they can get milk yields up. The limiting
factor to how many cows they can handle are, the number of people living in the home, but if they can get a
higher yield per cow, it allows for increasing the income of the same investment and almost with the same
labour. One of the reasons for low milk yields is the lack of quality nutritional supplements22.
Months of the year that they milk
3-7 months
Average: 5,5 months
Table 8: Months of the year they milk, as recorded from 11 in-depth interviews with Khatgal nomads.
Table 8 shows how many months a year nomads milk their cattle: 3-7 months. Khatgal’s mayor says that
cows are usually milked for 5-8 months, while sheep and goats are milked in 1-2 months23.
In summer, cows are milked in the morning and the evening and are generally not milked until they are dry
as calves are allowed to suckle at mother before milking and after milking. The calves are allowed to be
together with the mother cows for a few hours, after which they will be separated- for the day/night after
the milking. Some mentioned that the milked once a day in winter. Some said that in the winter they milked
a little, and the calves get all the milk. It is possible to milk up to 3 months before a cow calves.
There were differing answers regarding when animals give the most milk, but most mentioned July and
August as the month with the largest milk production.
Generally, yak gives milk for 7-11 years and the local cow breed for 13-15 years. While for hybrid cows the
range of answers is very wide: 7-30 years. Goats and sheep provide milk for about 5 years.
Table 9 shows nomad milk products that are produced in the home. For the most part they only produce
dairy products in the summer, and in winter they freeze the milk, so they have milk for their tea (milk tea).
A nomad said she freezes the milk from October and sells it when the price of milk is high (during winter).
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Arts (different types with and without sugar) = concentrated yoghurt
Raw milk
Shar suu (yellow milk) = whey, a bi-product of arts production
Aaruul (dried arts)
Eezgii (dried cheese)
Shimiin arkhi (vodka)
Chagaa (cream fraiche)
Byaslag = fresh cheese
Zöökhii (fermented cream)
Tsagaan tos (white oil)
Shar tos (yellow oil)
Tsötsiin tos = butter
Tsötsiin = thick cream
Orom = concentrated cream
Black cake = Orom mixed with a powdered black root
Tarag = Yoghurt
Table 9: Dairy products produced by the nomads we visited or interviewed
The nomads usually placed their gers close to water access (lakes or rivers). So it is in principle possible to
cool the milk during summer. Amung the nomads interviewed no one cools their raw milk. The milk is only
heat treated (in pots on the stove) immediately after milking. One person, who lives in the city Khatgal,
puts raw milk in the freezer until it is cooked. In winter, they take milk out into the snow and freeze it for
later use.

10.4 Nomads’ milk hygiene
All nomads responded unanimously that their dairy products were not particularly good when the weather
was warm, indicating problems with a high bacterial content. A few also mentioned that when the cows did
not have enough water to drink it also affected milk quality.
The interviewed nomads live in summer within a radius of 30 km from Khatgal (see Annex 1.18 for nomadic
settlements). They describe the road from their summer camp into Khatgal as either a tarred road or a dirt
road full of holes. If milk has to be transported into a Khatgal dairy milk collection centres with the ability to
milk cooling may need to be established.
The dairy Suun Bilegdel 24 receives only morning milk because it has the best milk quality (lower bacterial
content).
There is a need to educate nomads on milk hygiene. Most have gone through eight years of schooling,
and more than half have completed upper secondary education.
In our workshop we presented that milk hygiene is important and we also told nomads that it is
important to wash the udder before milking. To this, nomads voiced objection, saying that they had tried,
but that udders cracks when it gets washed and they did not have cream to rub in. So here we need to
present a solution.

10.5 Nomad cattle feed and health
The nomads' livestock grazes on the plains, which are common property. They do not pay anything for
grazing these grasslands. A nomad said that they must pay an amount, if they have more than 200 animals.
Generally the nomads do not own any land. Four of those interviewed have fields (6-10 hectares) where
they harvest hay (not sown grass) to feed.
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None of the nomads believe that overgrazing on the plains is a problem. In winter and spring nomads
provide extra feed for the animals, but they graze year round. They use hay as feed, which is usually
produced locally and delivered by truck. 20 kg of hay cost between 10,000 to 30,000 MNT (about 35 to
105 DKK) depending on the quality.
Furthermore, animals get wheat, which costs 18.000 -25.000 MNT (about 63 to 88 DKK) per 25 kg. The
wheat is particularly expensive in spring and rises by 2 to 3,000 MNT per year (about 7 to 11 DKK). Feed is
purchased in Moron. Some will only feed the sick animals or those with calf, and others provide food for
all their animals. 5 cows eat about 25 kg of wheat per week. Others mentioned that 10 cows with calves
eat 25 kg mixture of wheat and hay in a week (price of 14.000 MNT per 25 kg mixed hay / feed wheat
(about 49 DKK)).
There is an veterinarian in Khatgal nomads occasionally use. Some of the nomads said the veterinarian
routinely checks the animals every spring and some responded that they use the veterinarian three to
four times a year. They all responded that there is no cow disease in the area. A cow sickness was
however discussed- this sickness was caused by Brucellosis bacteria, which can infect humans when they
drink/eat unpasteurized milk or cheese, or touch or eat raw meat. This disease leads to severe headaches,
joint and muscle pain, fever and fatigue. Most patients become fresh again after 2-3 weeks, but they can
get chronic brucellosis and, in rare cases, the disease is fatal25. To minimize the health risk Mongolians
usually always boil raw milk.
There are also a number of tuberculosis cases in Mongolia, where the infection is caused by unpasteurized
milk, and several people have indicated that foot and mouth disease is rife in the eastern part of
Mongolia.

10.6 Nomads thoughts for the future
Some nomads are concerned that young people do not want the life of a nomad. Parents want to give their
children an education in UB and it is often the case that young people do not want to move back to Khatgal
and the country life. But, as someone put it, a dairy cooperative could help reverse this, because it will
allow nomads to get a better price for milk and they could improve conditions, etc. The younger generation
may also be able to live as settled farmers, instead of the hard and frugal life as a nomad.

11. The first step on the way to establishing a cooperative
During our stay in Khatgal we held some interviews with nomads. We managed to register and get
commitments from 68 local shepherds that are interested in becoming a member of the cooperative, which
is said to be really great for such a short time span. 43 of the 63 that completed a questionnaire, all gave
their commitment to participate and help form a cooperative. Table 10 shows the responses of short and
long interviews, summed with the number of dairy cattle future cooperative members have and how much
milk they could deliver. We must also assume that there will be more suppliers, since not everyone has
heard of Khatgal dairy project in such a sparsely populated area, where news is mainly spread through word
of mouth. The total quantity of milk that could be supplied to the dairy amounts to 916 kg of milk per day,
of which 827 litres comes from cows, yaks and hybrid cows. The amount will vary over the year. There will
be 4-5 months where there will be no supply of fresh milk and a high season from June to August. In the
months when no fresh milk, the dairy can use frozen milk from the high season.
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Number of animals
Number of milking
animals
Milk production
/litres
Milk available for
sale/litres

Cows
636
254

Yak
1377
493

Hybrids
141
78

Sheep
1302
214

Goats
1973
456

Horses
363
69

Total
5792
1564

388
140

811
571

249
116

76
19

195
70

11
0

1730
916

Table 10: Number of animals and litres of milk. Data is from interviewed nomads, who
wanted to be part of the dairy cooperative.
On July 10th, we held a workshop for prospective members. We spent a lot of time educating people about
what a cooperative is, as the nomads we met did not seem fully aware of what a dairy cooperative is. Some
believe that it works the same way as the Russian cooperatives. Others think it is a kind of company. We
also talked about how important it is to cooperate and to personally contribute to the growth of the
cooperative, and that is not about getting grants.
A nomad woman we interviewed said that it was very important to get some not corruptible members of
the board and the same applies to employees. Wages and incomes are very low and it is very difficult for
nomads to get by on this income. Therefore bribes are very tempting, and bribery occurs widely within
Mongolian society.
On 14 July we had a meeting with potential members. There were 14 people (12 women and 2 men) and
a representative from the mayor's office, who takes care of agriculture (Mrs. Yanjka). One of the men
came, as the representative of 10 other potential members. A steering committee was elected that will be
responsible for coordinating activities until a cooperative board can be established. The group even
decided between themselves who should be elected to the steering committee and agreed that there
should be a representative from each area. There are six areas around Khatgal, which will form the
Khatgal dairy’s catchment area. Five of the areas now have representatives and the sixth will find a
representative (see Table 11).
There were not many at the meeting because of the Naadam festival, where many had to visit family,
however the attendance was very enthusiastic and positive. In addition to the five representatives, the
agricultural expert from the mayor’s office acted as an advisor. The contact person, who will be
responsible for communication between the Danish project team and the steering committee was also
elected and the cooperative’s owners agreed to our translator (Mrs. Tsenddavaa) carrying out this task.
This was a really good choice as Mrs. Tsenddavaa is very good at English (as she has lived in England for 3½
years and has worked as a translator and guide for many years). She is a very committed person, with a
large local network and a open and positive character.
At the meeting it was agreed that we should facilitate contact between the Steering Group and Global
Communities, so that together they can plan workshops for cooperative members and undertake other
preparatory work, for the establishment of a cooperative dairy. We should seek funding for the work that
Global Communities must perform. We believe that Global Communities are the best partner to organize
the work because they know the Mongolian conditions and legislation.
The steering committee also had to find four people who are eligible to receive a practical dairy education
in UB. We should seek to fund half of their education, and the committee must find the other half of the
amount. The steering committee also has to find a good location for the dairy in Khatgal.
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The Steering Group
Region

Location
1

Most north western region from Khatgal

2
3
4
5
6

North west of Khatgal
South west of Khatgal
Khatgal
South of Khatgal
South east of Khatgal

Name

Telephone number

Person is yet to be
chosen

Mrs Baasan
Mrs Tsaagii
98389354/95566419
Mrs Baigali
93136637
Mrs Daagii
93048342
Mr Gaya
98121443
Mrs Tsenddavaa
Contact person
99061921
(Dava)
Table 11: The steering group (also see picture 18.1,to see where the steering committee’s settlements are
located)
We encouraged the steering committee to meet at least once a month.
It was a fantastic meeting, and we were very happy to see their commitment to the project, the great support for
the cooperative and commitment to milk deliveries. It was obvious that the steering committee is made up of
some very dedicated people that are very supportive to the establishment of a dairy cooperative.
On Thursday the 6th of August the steering committee held their first meeting. Chalotte Vad was still in
Mongolia and attended the meeting. Besides Chalotte, the six steering committee members attended, the
adviser from Khatgal agricultural office Mrs Yanjma Batochir, Mrs. Tsenddavaa Nasanjargal (Dava, our
translator and communicator) and Mr G. Tsoggerel. Mr G. Tsoggerel is head of a dairy cooperative in Zamtiin
Negdel Khorshoo. He was sent by Mrs Tuul from Global Communities to act as an advisor. He advised the
steering committee on cooperative law and told very inspiring stories about how much their cooperative has
achieved since it was established three years ago. Global Communities promised to hold workshops and
advise Khatgal steering committee throughout the project.

12. The establishing of Khatgal Dairy
12.1 The Dairy’s locality
It is important that the dairy is placed in a location where there is good access. In addition, there must be
access to a stable electricity supply. Furthermore, it is an advantage if the dairy plant is close to a good
water supply, such as Khovsgol’s lake.
The price of land in Khatgal is very cheap. One hectare can be rented for 8.000 MNT per year (about 28
DKK), to which Mongolians get a lease for 60-99 years, on the condition that the land starts to be used for
the purpose specified on the lease, within two years26.

12.2 Security of Supply
It is important that there is a good and stable electricity supply and, as there are often power dips or power
failures, it is necessary to have a generator at the dairy. 1 Kwh costs 136.6 MNT (about 0.48 DKK).
The water supply must also be purified: physically, chemically and bacteriologically, before it can be used at
the dairy.
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Throughout the year there are large fluctuations in the supply of milk, with high yields in the summer and
very little milk production in the winter. The dairy can either only produced milk products when there is
fresh milk, or can alternatively freeze the milk during the peak season to be able to supply milk into the
winter, when there is a shortage of raw milk. This approach is being used today by other Mongol dairies and
by nomads. Another possibility is to use skimmed milk powder to supply milk in the winter.

12.3 Sewage
There must be a solution to the treatment of the dairy’s wastewater- various methods need to be
evaluated when a location for the dairy has been identified.

12.4 The building of the Khatgal Dairy
It is only possible to build in Mongolia from the late March to late October. Before and after this period it
is too cold. The design must take into account that there is permafrost (3-4 m depth). The design of the
building will need to be revisited when location, product catalogue, capacity have been established. We
also want to build an aesthetically pleasing building.
Proposal for room needs for a dairy in Khatgal
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Figure 14: Proposal for what the dairy building requires
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Figure 14 shows our suggestions for what the dairy requires. The dotted line between the workshop and
production facilities means that there is no flow of personnel between these areas, but it is an option for
transporting large machinery and equipment, which are intended for repairs. Commonly used tools for
doing repairs within the production room are kept in a separate room.
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Cold room (salting room), fermentation storage and storage for maturing products must be included, as we
suggest that dairy is built so that it is relatively simple to expand the facilities, for example if there is a
future desire to manufacture European cheeses.
When building the dairy special attention must be paid to internal materials, such as those that form the
walls, floors and ceilings, as materials must be easy to clean and keep clean (hygienic reasons) and acidproof, etc.

12.5 Marketing of Khatgal dairy products
When you think of the area surrounding the Khovsgol’s lake you think of fresh air and untouched
nature. Khovsgol is known for its dairy products, and the area is a popular holiday destination, which
has spiritual significance for many Mongolians. We believe that this can be used in the marketing of
Khatgal dairy products.

12.6 Which markets can Khatgal Dairy supply?
The many Mongolian tourists that come to Khovsgol in the summer demand Khovsgol dairy products. There
are 60,000 Mongolian and 4,000 foreign tourists a year. The tourist camps are an obvious place to sell the
dairy’s products. Another obvious place to sell milk products is at Khatgals schools and kindergartens that
provide milk for pupils.
Additionally there are many local people who do not produce milk themselves. 50-100% of the Mongols'
diet consists of milk products, so there is likely a need here.
There is also the opportunity to sell the products in UB, which is the biggest market in Mongolia with 1.5
million inhabitants (50% of the population). Moron is also a market that could be interesting. One nomad
said that in Morom it is easy to sell frozen milk during the winter.

12.7 Portfolio of milk products
It is up to the cooperative’s members to decide which products the dairy will produce. However,
suggestions on which dairy products should be produced includes a variety of Mongolian dairy products,
ice cream, eezgii, yogurt, European cheese, aaruul, frozen yogurt and aaruul prepared from milk, which
gives a creamier product.
In Khatgal there is mainly yak milk, and Giimaa 27 says that yak butter (68% fat) is known to be particularly
tasty, so she thinks it’s necessary for the dairy to produce this. She recommends that Khatgal Dairy should
produce skimmed milk, yoghurt (including fruit yoghurt), yoghurt drinks, arts (1.5% fat milk) and white
cheese (feta) for tourists. In UB the population is western inspired, in relation to milk products; while in
the Khovsgol region people generally prefer a more traditional selection of milk products.
Our immediate suggestions regarding which products the dairy should produce are: milk, yogurt, fresh
cheese, aaruul and the fat from the milk to be used to make butter, OROM or other fatty products. With
this product mix, products can be produced in relation to demand, if there is great demand for fresh
products many of these can be produced. Conversely, if there is low demand, products with long shelf life
can be produced. When there are surplus/large milk supplies during the summer it should also be possible
to freeze milk for later use, meaning that the dairy can adapt to different trends.
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Giimaa Kashbaat, Executive director, and Chairman of Dairy Steering Group. The Mongolian Food Industry Association
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12.8 Dairy employees
Table 12 shows the positions we view to be necessary to running a dairy in Khatgal. Our translator Dava has
estimated the wages of each employee.
We met a Swiss dairy consultant Carlos 28 at The Titanic Dairy in Moron. Carlos suggested that Khatgal’s the
dairy hire women, because Mongolian women are responsible and hardworking. We have also heard from
others, who said that it is the women generally are the most responsible employees and best at handling
milking matters and family finances.
In addition, Carlos suggested that we should already think about sending future dairy employees
for dairy training in UB.
Wage
Posts
MNT/month
Dairy Manager
8-900.000
Practical Production Manager 7-800.000
A number of process operators 5-600.000
Technical worker
5-600.000
Administrative worker
5-600.000
A number of sales people
5-6,00.000
Table 12: Positions to be filled at a Khatgal dairy
We heard about the following training sites, all in UB, that offer dairy and agricultural courses and
programs27:
- Agricultural University
- Technical College (practical dairy production). Korean training centre for dairy and meat processing
- Technical University
We heard that the dairies send their employees on short courses to the above training centres30 and 29 .
Tsetsgee Ser Od30 made us aware that it can be a problem to retain employees. How should we handle this
- pay a good salary?

12.9 Milk quality
Tsetsgee Ser-Od, dairy owner in Erdenetsogt only receives milk from nomads when the pH is above 6.4.
Could Khatgal dairy use the same quality measure, or is it too low? In the warm months, she receives only
morning milk to the dairy, as evening milk often has high bacterial content.
We believe that much can be done to educate nomads and dairy staff in the hygienic handling of milk. A
good way to bring the milk to the dairy must be devised. Collection centres with cooling may be an option.

28

Swiss contact, Senior Expert Corps. Carlos is a voluntary/unpaid dairy expert.
Khadbaatar Chimeddorj, Director. Monsuu Co. Ltd
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Tsetsgee Ser-Od, adviser and owner of the Suun Bilegdel Dairy.
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We suggest that the dairy (only) receives milk from the morning milking, due to quality. This milk should
not have been left overnight, with inadequate cooling conditions, and will be cooled relatively quickly
after milking. Furthermore, there is still must still be milk available for nomads families, so they can
continue to produce their traditional products. These "home" manufactured dairy products represent a
very large part of the nomadic diet.

12.10 Dairy equipment
We propose to start with batch production. The equipment must be designed so that it is simple and easy
to operate, and it should be possible to obtain spare parts locally. It should also be possible to increase the
dairy’s, capacity incrementally within the given framework. If the amount of milk increases significantly the
continuous processes can be re-assessed.
Figure 15 shows how the different products are likely to be produced and the different parts of the
production process needed.
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Figure 15: Flowchart for the production of dairy products.

Having observed the production process for various milk products by nomadic families, we believe that it
will be relatively adapt domestic production methods, and for a Khatgal dairy to produce the same
products through a the semi-industrial manufacturing process. To the best of our knowledge the necessary
equipment, to meet modest capacities, is already available through various dairy machine suppliers.
From our observations of the production process of milk products we have created Figures 14 and 15,
which provide practical outlines for the operation of a dairy, and are starting points for the layout of the
Khatgal Dairy.
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It should be noted that we have not included the production of vodka in the above flow sheet, which is
due to two factors; firstly, there will be a hygiene problem caused by yeast contamination throughout the
dairy, and thus in all dairy products! Secondly, we believe that milk products should be produced in a
dairy, and not alcohol.
Furthermore, in the above flow sheet "European cheese" is included. This is for two reasons: firstly, it was
the wish of steering committee members, and secondly, it gives the dairy future possibilities. In other
words, when the dairy is designed, care should be taken to ensure that it is relatively simple to extend the
premises, to make way for fermentation and maturation warehouses.

13. Partners and funding opportunities
13.1 Cooperation with Global Communities
Global Communities (GC) is an obvious partner. GC is an American aid agency (USAID) organization, which
helps to establish cooperatives. They have an office in UB, which we visited and met with Mrs. Tuul
Tuvshinbayar, Program Manager and Enkhtuya Boldbaatar, a dairy specialist. They are very positive about
the Khatgal dairy project. Since GC is an important partner the minutes of this meeting are included.
Their commitment to Mongolia projects is financed between 2010 to July 2016 and covers provinces
outside of UB: Selenge, Tuv and Darhan-Ull. Global Communities have hired marketing, dairy, vegetables,
and livestock specialists, together with specialist to help organize cooperatives.
They help farmers create cooperatives and have through the years helped more than 800 farmers.
GC works with a total of 14 milk cooperatives (not necessarily with a dairy) in the three provinces. The
farmers are motivated to work and in GC experience it takes two years to establish a functioning
cooperative. They spend a lot of time working to increase milk yields and teach farmers to collaborate on
tasks, to optimize performance and build stables. They told us that one cooperative had increased yields
of 2 litres per cow, and if we compare with Khatgal milk yields it may be possible to double performance!
They advise farmers on breeding by crossing local breeds with European dairy breeds. They always
recommend that the calves are allowed to be alongside the cow (drinking 4 litres daily). Each cow
produces 3,000 litres of milk a year (March to December).
Tuul said it is important that the nomads contribute something themselves (are enthusiastic and proactive)
- they should not just sit and wait for the money! The three most important things in order to establish a
successful cooperative is that nomads engaged in improving their living conditions and improving yields,
and have an interest in working together with others.
In Selenge seven dairy orientated working groups have been established, of which five were successful and
two have been dissolved. The ones that still exist have good leaders, local veterinarians and good dairy
people. Global Communities has been associated with 53 cooperatives in all, 14 dairy cooperatives, of
which three have dairy plant (capacity: 0.5 to 2 tons / day). Global Communities coach and organize
workshops regularly in financial management and planning.
In Mongolia there are 6,000 registered cooperatives, of which 3,000 are inactive, 500-1000 is active and
about 100 are well functioning cooperatives, which in practice means that they work in the same way as
Danish cooperatives.
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She would not rule out that Global Communities can assist our project, but would require help with certain
resources (i.e. funding).
Global Communities recommends that we should not start by establishing a cooperative board, with
statutes, but instead we start with workshops and then appoint a steering committee and later establish a
cooperative with a board. She suggests that the steering committee at the beginning should work with
topics that can expand their horizons for example by examining the needs of the cities, market trends,
packaging, how the business can be expanded, the marketing of a brand and the benefits and opportunities
that come from working together.
Tuul said that the Mongolian cooperative law is very flexible. The Ministry of SMEs can help with
interpretation of the legislation.
Global Communities have also produced a book about establishing cooperatives, which is written in
Mongolian and target participants in setting up cooperatives.
It is obvious to collaborate with Global Communities in that they have much experience in setting up
cooperatives in Mongolia and can help us manoeuvre our way through the Mongolian law and other
practical problems.

13.2 Training of dairy personnel and the supply of equipment

Tsetsgee Ser-Od from The Suun Bilegdel Dairy in the Bayanhongor province31 provides dairy training on its
premises. It will be a great opportunity to send dairy employees for training at Tsetsgee.
Tsetsgee also sells Chr. Hansen cultures and rennet, and Lactoscan and dairy equipment from India.
We visited Mrs Giimaa Kashbaat (Executive Director and Chairman of The Dairy Steering Group, of The
Mongolian Food Industry Association in UB), and she was very knowledgeable about the Mongolian dairy
industry. Giimaa has prepared a booklet on milk production for farmers, which she gave us 5 copies of. In
addition to this, she will send us a general presentation of the Mongolian dairy industry.
Giimaa and Tsetsgee have together been on a four-month training course at the Dalum Technical College
and very grateful for what they learned in Denmark. Both have also had dairy training in the Soviet Union.
Tsetsgee told very entertaining story about what her first encounter with the western world was like. They
had been told that it was very polluted and that you had to pay to get fresh air, and fortunately they were
pleasantly surprised by the situation in Denmark.

13.3 Funding for the project

Khatgals mayor32told us that the Asian Investment Bank (AIB) has reportedly allocated $ 3 million to
sustainable tourism in Mongolian and the improvement of living conditions (Sustainable Tourism and
livelihood). Our project should follow up on this.
Furthermore, Khatgal’s mayor said that The Green Gold organization supports Mongolian dairy production.
Green Gold is a Swiss organization. See more at:
www.eda.admin.ch/countries/mongolia/en/home/international-cooperation/themes/agriculture/greengold-programme.html
www.greengold.mn
31
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Tsetsgee Ser-Od, Adviser and owner of Suun Bilegdel Dairy.
Ganbaatar Bat-Ochir, Khatgal’s mayor
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14. Relevant authorities and legislation that the project should pay attention to
Miss Suvdaa33 informed us that there must be 9 members to create a cooperative. The company must be
registered in the building where she has her office. Members must have ID with and it is relatively cheap to
register. Before registering the association shall have held a founding meeting (including minutes), a
mission statement and statutes that must be signed and brought to the office.
After this the cooperative get a tax number at the tax office. There is tax on any profits and then there is
the dairy land tax. Profit is taxed only if it exceeds 1 million MNT. Cooperative are not taxed on milk
supplied to the dairy, the dairy is taxed as a company.
Ms. Suvdaa gave us two pieces of advice:
- The Cooperative must have a good accountant, which ensures that the tax deducted from salary, i.e. the
company must pay the staff's tax otherwise have the employees will have no pension.
- The cooperative must hire women!
We had meeting with Deputy Minister of Food and Agriculture34 and excerpts from the minutes of the
meeting are shown here. The deputy minister told us that the plan for 2003 - 2015 has just been completed,
and must now be adopted by parliament. There is a desire that milk production must increase in the new
plan, by giving loans to farmers with low interest rates and tax reductions on the importation of semen.
Another initiative is that the Ministry itself will import cattle and give them to farmers, after which they must
pay the ministry by giving the calves to other farmers. It also wants to support the production of milk
powder from Mongolian milk and to eliminate import duties on breeding animals. One goal of the 10-year
plan is that all the wheat that the country consumes should be produced within Mongolia. Agricultural
production around the big cities will be increased.
There are 70 million cattle today compared to 23 million in 2003 and the Deputy Minister stated that there
are problems with overgrazing. There will be a tariff on imported dairy products and they would like to
support dairies so that everyone can get fresh Mongolian milk. The Mongolian government has a desire to
set a quota for the import of dairy products (incl. Milk powder).
There are also plans to establish milk-cooling centres for raw milk in outlying areas, and the minister also
spoke also about measures to develop rural areas.
There is a plan to provide assistance to farmers in the form of a specific amount per cow. Preparations will
be made to support dairy cooperatives, and there is a plan to increase milk yield by growing forage.
The conclusion of the meeting was that we felt that there is big desire to improve farmers' economy and
to increase milk production, now we just have to see if/how they are implemented.
We are in the process of going through the following laws (hard copy obtained), which the cooperative must
relate to:
- Law of Mongolia on partnership (November 5, 1999)
- Cooperative law of Mongolia (December 12, 2002)
- Law of value-added tax (there is the possibility that cooperatives are exempted from VAT payment)
33
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Ms. Suvdaa, Director of the Murun Branch of State Registration, Director of the Treasury Department
Batzorig Batjagal, Vice Minister for Food and Agriculture of Mongolia.
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There are also food legislation, and a new food safety law in 2012, but we have not seen this legislation.
It is essential that The Khatgal dairy cooperative is working within the law and needs good advice.
Therefore as we are not able to give them this advice, we suggest that Global Communities should be
contacted for this task.

15. SWOT
Threats

Opportunities
- The government's 10-year plan and support plans
for milk production

- Corruption in civil service
- Falling milk consumption per capita

- Paved road from Khatgal to UB and Moron
- Dairy products make up a large proportion of the
diet
- Uncovered market needs (tourist camps, UB,

- Young people do not want to be nomads
- Depopulation (migration)
- Dzud winters

Moron)
- Ability to deliver to the Titanic Dairy
Strengths

Weaknesses

- Strong support from the nomads

- Lack of vocational education

- Support from the local authorities

- Lack of knowledge of market sizes

- Knowledge of home-produced dairy products and
animal husbandry

- Hygiene challenges

- Dairy products from Khovsgol are very popular

- Corruption at the dairy
- Nomads are not used to working together

- Milk is a highly regarded product

- Project tied to strong enthusiasm/commitment

- Strong tradition of dairy production
- Nomads have a surplus of milk

- Deliveries of milk in winter
- Poor arable land

- Project leader is very dedicated
- Good partner Global Communities

- The nomads small monetary income
- Missing knowledge of the law and various practices

- Good contact person: Dava

- Low winter temperatures

16. Conclusion and recommendations
The Khatgal dairy project is already well supported by local nomads. There are 63 nomadic families who
have indicated that they would like to be a member of the cooperative. This group of people can contribute
916 litres of milk to the dairy, as this is the surplus amount of milk they can make available for sale.
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There is already a steering committee, which will in turn set up a cooperative board. This group seems
very engaged and positive. The cooperative has a beautiful name: "Sarlagiin Khishig" which means:
Blessing of Yak.
The project benefits from the fact that milk is a highly regarded product, which is typically between 50100% of the local population's diet. Milk products from Khovsgol area are especially popular, which can be
used to market the cooperative’s produce.
Livestock farming and the production of milk products is definitely nothing new to the nomads and it is
very much a key strength of the project.
The cooperative has chosen a person to coordinate with the Danish project team. This contact person is
Dava, who is a fantastic choice.
The project manager's Chalotte Vad is very enthusiastic and is capable of anything, with her commitment
and passion! Nonetheless completing the project is going to be a big task, so there is a need for much
support from the all members of the team.
We have established strong connections between the steering committee/ the cooperative’s board and
Global Communities (GC). GC works to establish cooperatives in Mongolia. They know Mongolian legislation
and have agreed to hold workshops and guide the Khatgal cooperative future work. The project also enjoys
good support from the local authorities (Khatgal’s mayor).
There is a local market for dairy products, both from the local population and at tourist campsites around
Khovsgol Lake, and perhaps also to the city of Moron. In addition, there is a large (albeit distant) market in
UB, where 70-80% of milk products have to be imported. The authorities are talking about putting
additional tariffs on imported dairy products and wants to put quotas on imported dairy products, which
will increase the demand for Mongolian-produced dairy products, making Khatgal milk even more
desirable. The option of providing milk to the Khatgal market is more feasible than ever before, thanks to
the opening of a paved road from UB to Khatgal through Moron, which opened two years ago. However,
we don’t know the exact size of the milk market, and indeed it would be useful to also find out whether
milk consumption on Mongolia is actually declining, or whether this only applies to UB.
If the government fulfils the commitments of their new 10-year plan, this will greatly support the
development of Mongolian dairy farming, and can positively the establishment of a dairy cooperative in
Khatgal
The weaknesses, or in other words the challenges facing Khatgal dairy is the widespread corruption, which
could affect the dairy internally and externally.
The dairy must handle the fluctuating milk deliveries during the year. You can freeze the summer / autumn
milk for the winter season, or use skimmed milk powder during the winter months and the low
temperatures in winter may cause problems in the handling of milk.
The nomads have a very small monetary income, so the funds to establish the dairy and other capitalintensive investments must be found elsewhere. In return, the nomads are very interested in working on
issues that can increase the cows' performance (feed, breeding, stables), which can potentially increase
their revenue considerably. The nomads will be very interested in initiating actions to mitigate the
consequences of dzud winters, such as access to extra feed and the construction of stables. All these
actions will increase the nomads’ incomes and may help to reverse the area’s depopulation trend, where
young people go to UB for work and study. It is our impression that there is a lack of good arable land in the
area, so the feed may need to be purchased from elsewhere.
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Several mentioned that nomads are not used to working together, so it is necessary to organize workshops
on cooperation.
There is a need to teach hygiene both among the nomads and in the dairy. We heard that some other
dairies only use morning milk and reject incoming milk that has a pH of below 6.4. Should Khatgal dairy
have the same requirements?
In addition a solution for cooling milk after milking must be devised, as it’s likely to take a long time to
transport raw milk to the dairy, and while we would like to create collection centres where milk can be
cooled, the logistics/practicalities of this not known.
We recognize that the academic education level is low and we must expect that there should be some
training, in order for nomads on the board and the dairy’s staff to properly run the dairy cooperative.
Training can be obtained from Tsetsgee (a private consultant), Global Communities, universities and
technical schools in UB and from Dairy Professionals Without Borders.
In conclusion we believe that there are so many positive elements of the project. We believe that even
though there are many challenges to be addressed, however that it is possible to establish a successful
cooperative dairy in Khatgal.
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18. Annexes
18.1 The cooperative’s membership and their living places
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Telephone
number
Nr
7
10
23
38
40
67

Summer
homestead

Winter
homestead

Steering Group
membership

5
2
3
6
5
1

Region 5
Region 2
Region 3
Region 6
Region 4
Region 1

Name / Нэр
Далай Мягмар/Dalain Myagmar
Б. Отгон/B. Otgon
Эрдэнэчймэг/Erdenechimeg
Ганхуяг/Gankhuyag
Л. Байгалй/L. Baigali
Бaacah/Baasan

93048342
98480235
98389354
98381890
93136677
98275662

5
2
5
5
5
1

Table annex 18.1:The Steering Committee’s names, telephone number and living area
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18.2 Interview questions
Question
Name
Phone number
The family
1.1 How many family members living together?
1.2 How much of the family´s livelihood is based on milk production?
1.3 What other income do they have and how much does this contribute to the family´s livelihood?
1.4 What are the ethnic and religious statuses of the family members?
1.5 What working tasks does each of the family members have?
1.6 What are the education levels of the family members (read and write)?
1.7 Where are the family geographically living (house and grazing area) in summer and in the winter
period?
1.8 What is the distance to the potential dairy plant location?
1.9 How is the road condition from their house to the potential dairy plant location?
1.10 Do you want to work with others to improve your livelihood?
Agriculture
2.1 Does the farmer own any land?
2.2 Do they cultivate anything?
2.3 Where are the fields located?
2.4 Do they use communal land resources?
2.5 Do they have to pay a fee for using communal land resources?
Fodder
3.1 Do they give their animals any fodder in the summer period/in winter period?
3.2 What are the fodder prices?
3.3 How much fodder is feed per animal (type of fodder per type of milking animal)
3.4 Where do they buy the fodder?
Livestock
4.1 How many animals do they own
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4.2 How many of these produce milk?
4.3 How many are too young for milk production?
4.4 How many males?
4.5 How much milk does one animal give per day?
4.6 How much milk per animal per year?
4.7 How long is the lactation period in days?
4.8 Does the amount of milk fluctuate during the lactation period?
4.9 How many years do they give milk?
4.10 What are the breeds of the animals?
4.11 Do they prefer any special type of breed for milk production?
4.12 Where do they buy the animals (price?)
4.13 Or do they breed the animals themselves?
4. 14 What do they do with young and old animals?
Milk production
5.1 Do they sell any of their milk as raw milk or as milk products?
5.2 How much milk can they spare for selling?
5.3 Is there an unsaturated milk market in the area?
5.4 Where is the major market outlet?
5.5 What is the price of milk products locally (and in the nearest bigger city) per milk product type?
5.6 What milk sales channels are there?
5.7 How much cash is earned from milk production?
5.8 What prices did they sell what milk products to?
5.9 What is the price of raw milk sold from a farmer?
5.10 What determines the raw milk price?
5.11 What expenses do they have to keep the family running?
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5.12 What is the present and expected future annual milk production (litres)?
5.13 How much does the family´s diet depend on milk products (% of diet)?
5.14 What other products do they get from the animals (meat, manure, traction, skins, hair/wool..?)
5.15 What do they use the manure, skins, hair/wool for?
5.16 Do they cool the milk?
5.17 What water source do they use in the milk processing
5.18 What heating source do they use in the milk processing?
5.19 Do they have water available for cooling?
5.20 What light source is available?
Milking
6.1 How often do they milk the cows?
6.2 How do they handle the animals and the milk during milking?
Milk processing
7.1 Do they manufacture milk products at home?
7.2 What milk processing costs do they have?
7.3 What products do they produce?
Mare milk: Airag / Koumiss; 10-12% alcohol: Shimiin; 30% alcohol: Arz. Zöökhii (fermented cream):
white oil (tsagaan tos) - yellow oil (shar tos) – tsötsgii - yellow milk (Sharasü) – Chagaa – aarts –
khuruud - Öröm (in fall season) - Cheese (biyaslag - Yoghurt (tarag)
7.4 Do they produce same type of products through the whole season?
7.5 Do they process the milk every day?
7.6 How do they produce the milk products (supported with pictures, video)?
7.7 Type of milk (cow, sheet, mixture ratio..?) and amount
7.8 What other items are added (salt, bacteria culture…) and in what amount and at what time?
7.9 Ask about time, temperature, pressure during the milk processing
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7.10 What do they use as heating source?
7.11 What do they use for cooling?
7.12 What equipment is used (description, material, and size)?
7.13 How do they packaged/store the milk products?
7.14 Who are producing the products?
7.15 How do they eat it?
7.16 What will give the best quality of a certain milk product (production method/ combination of milk
types…etc)?
7.17 What is good quality and how do they evaluate it?
7.18 Which farmer is the best producer of a certain milk product?
Services supporting the dairy farmers
8.1 Any vet in the area?
8.2 Have they used the vet?
8.3 Are there any possibilities in the area for cross breeding?
8.4 Problems with animal diseases?
8.5 Problems with animals surviving the winter?
8.6 Has the farmer obtained any loans?
8.7 What are the loan conditions (interest rates, etc?)
Limitations for expanding the milk production
9.1 Does the farmer want to increase the milk production?
9.2 Are there any limitations for an increase of milk production?
9.3 Are there any other incomes rising competing with herding?
9.4 Is de-population an issue for herding?
9.5 Can the land support a larger herd size?
9.6 What is the limit of the number of milk animals per family: number of family members or distance
to grassing fields, access to loans…..or others items?
9.7 What is the farmer´s opinion about the future?
9.8 What is the farmer’s concerns
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9.9 What is the farmer’s key interest?
9.10 What is the farmer’s opinion regarding: line of milk products, their milk product markets or
product marketing?
9.11 Does the farmer have any strong opinions about the location and aesthetic of the dairy?
9.12 Do they have any concerns about participating in a dairy cooperative?
The ritual role of milk and their milking animals
10.1 Is milk in any ways part of their religious customs/rituals?
10.2 Does milk have any special symbolic meaning?
10.3 Are there any myths or stories about milking that the team should be aware of?
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